Equipment Checkout. Simplified.

Designed by Jennifer Hess

What is Mquip?

Market Research

Cheqroom:
Cloud based Mobile/ Desktop Software that
allows for equipment to be managed and
inventoried with the use of bar codes.
Apple App Store Rating: 3.3/5 Stars
Reviews:
3/5, “Certain steps could be more efficient.”
2.5/5, “The mobile software of this tool is
quite coarse and tedious to handle, because it
is very slow compared to the desktop.”
5/5, “Although it does just about everything
we "really" need, there are a lot of little "would
be nice" things that it doesn't have. They have
been improving a lot so they are working on
it.”

Summary: Cheqroom is one of the only equipment managment apps available in the
mobile aspects of the program. This application follows the same basic idea of Mquip
allowing for paperless agreements, barcode scanning, and easy inventory managment
with calander functions. Mquip is tailor to student and faculty users and will offer a more
communication driven experience in order to facilitate the needs of individuals in the
university setting.

Market Research

Classroom Checkout
An application which facilitates inventory for
classroom libraries in schools. This app allows
children to scan barcodes to checkout books.
Teachers are able to see inventory of
checked-out and available books
Apple App Store Rating: 3.8/5 Stars
Reviews:
3/5, “However, there are a few key
the app. Books are organized alphabetically
5/5, “Well worth the money, and easy to
use! Love it!”
4/5, “I love this app, And the kids do also. It
is a way to keep track of my library and the
kids love the independence of checking out
their own books.”

Summary: Classroom Checkout has a similar basis of functionality as Mquip as it used in
educational settings and facilitates ease of checkout with barcode scanning. The app
however, only brushes the surface of capabilities within Mquip. This app is only used for
books belonging to a personal library of a teacher. The app is generally well recieved but
typically does not fit the specific desired capabilities of each user.
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Mquip Prototype

The following URL will direct you to the Mquip Prototype.

